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Abstract
Privileged information (PI), known as teacher providing students helpful com-
ments, comparisons, and explanations to improve students performance, has been
widely applied in various machine learning tasks, resulting in great success. Exist-
ing approaches utilizing attributes either fail to leveraging the attributes informa-
tion thoroughly, or suffer from the complex network structures for automatically
attributes learning. Therefore, we propose a new Deep Convolutional Neural Net-
work with Privileged Information (PI-DCNN) for photo aesthetic assessment by
utilizing the prior knowledge of photo and photographic elements as privileged
information. This paper is the first to systematically summarize all the attributes
(i.e., photo and photographic attributes) related to aesthetics assessment. Specif-
ically, we first explore the privileged information of photo and photography at-
tributes, which is available at the training stage but it is not available for the test
set. After that, we transfer the probabilistic dependency relations as constraints,
and formulate photo aesthetics assessment in a deep convolutional neural network.
Lastly, we propose a new pair-wise ranking loss that can exploit the relationship of
photo aesthetic quality within a pair of photos. Experimental results on two widely
benchmark databases of aesthetic assessment, AADB and AVA, demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed PI-DCNN method on photo aesthetic assessment task.
Keywords: photo aesthetic assessment, privileged information, ranking
algorithm
1. Introduction
Photo aesthetic assessment with a wide range of applications in photographic
art, has attracted more and more attention in recent years due to the increasing
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Score | balancing element | color harmony | content | depth of field | Light | 
Motion blur | object | rule of thirds | repetition | symmetry | vivid color |
95%                   80%                      90%                70%              80%           60%
15%                   50%                      30%                20%              50%           10%
       0%              50%            40%               50%           70%             80%
       0%              10%            20%               10%           10%             20%
Figure 1: Photos from AADB database [1] obtain different aesthetic scores due to different at-
tributes. Note that aesthetic scores and attributes are written as the percentages for simplicity.
There are six attributes (the first row) having positive correlation with the aesthetic score, i.e., high
values of attributes generate high values aesthetic scores. This observation motivates us to exploit
the dependency relationship between photo aesthetic assessment and aesthetic attributes.
requirements for art appreciation [2][3]. Aesthetic assessment is a subjective task
that heavily relies on human perception to the photos. From a computational
perspective, mathematically quantify perception is very difficult and thus poses
a great challenge for aesthetics assessment. Consequently, the research of com-
putational aesthetics may still be at the early stage of development [2, 4]. Re-
searchers have found that human perception can be commonly affected by differ-
ent usages of psychological rules and photographic factors including lighting [5],
contrast [6], composition [7] and photo content [8] etc. Figure 1 gives an exam-
ple of high-quality photo and low-quality photo with their some high-level pho-
tographic attributes respectively. In this example, the photo with high aesthetic
has nice attributes with good lighting and vivid color, which makes it fascinating,
while the low aesthetic photo has some attributes with poor lighting and dull color.
Based on above observations, a more realistic approach of aesthetics assessment
is to exploit the influences of such photographic factors so as to predict aesthetics
results.
Existing work introducing describable photo attributes into aesthetics assess-
ment is popular and common, for example multi-task framework [9] addresses
the correlation issue between automatic aesthetic quality assessment and seman-
tic recognition. The semantic information is considered key to help discover rep-
resentations for aesthetic quality assessment. Similar works utilizing single at-
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tribute are common, such as semantic-aware hybrid Network (SANE) [10], color
harmony-based aesthetic quality network [11] and composition-aware image aes-
thetic network [12]. All of these approaches focus on only one attribute i.e. se-
mantic information, color harmony or composition et. assisting to address as-
sessment problem. Meanwhile, multi-attribute framework in photo aesthetic as-
sessment has been proposed, for example, eight-attributes deep convolution neural
network (DCNN) [13] is proposed to learn the aesthetic score and attributes jointly
by using a deep convolution network with a merge-layer. More multi-attribute net-
works have been proposed in current work, such as brain-inspired deep networks
(BDN) [14], rating pictorial aesthetics using deep learning system (PAPID) [15],
user-friendly aesthetic ranking framework (USAR) [16] and multi-level spatially
pooled (MLSP) features architectures [17] etc.
All of above work either resort to hand-crafted feature extraction or automatic
feature extraction by deep learning, which have mainly three limitations in com-
mon. First, methods based on hand-crafted features are ineffective, due to the
exhaustive repeats of hand-crafted feature extraction for each aesthetic assess-
ment task. Second, deep networks based methods avoid the hand-crafted feature
extraction but suffer from complex network structures and high computation cost.
This mainly because an extra deep network is required to automatically learn high-
level features before the aesthetic assessment[14][13]. Third, both all methods of
above two categories merely focus on some photo attributes even one photo at-
tribute. However, photographic factors including color and location of object cat-
egorization from content are also vital, but are usually ignored[9][10][1][11][12].
Namely, inherent dependencies or correlations between photo attributes and pho-
tographic attributes are not fully exploited by previous methods.
It is well-known that professional photographers use different photographic
techniques and have different aesthetic criteria in mind when taking different types
of photos [18]. Namely, this additional information (aesthetic criteria and photo-
graphic techniques) is informative for aesthetic assessment than the traditional
training data alone. However, this additional information can not be fully ex-
ploited by traditional machine learning method, because some of them can be
only observed by photographers, such as the HDR and macro captured by the pro-
fessional cameras. The new supervised learning paradigm, namely learning using
privileged information (LUPI), can be used to solve this problem. Inspired by this,
our paper utilizes the privileged information for accelerating the feature learning
process and thus improving aesthetic score prediction. We exploit 18 different
types of privileged information in the context of aesthetic assessment, including
balancing elements, color harmony, complementary, vivid color, content, depth
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of field, light, motion blur, object, rule of third, duotones, HDR, long exposure,
macro, negative photo, silhouettes, soft focus and vanishing point.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel attributes-aware photo aesthetic
assessment method, where attributes as privileged information are used in train-
ing but not available in testing [19]. Specifically, first, we systemically summarize
photo-based and photography-based attributes from aesthetics and photographic
research. Second, we successfully infer probabilistic dependencies between at-
tributes and aesthetics from the summarized prior knowledge, and further transfer
them as constraints of aesthetic recognition and regression. Third, we adopt pair-
wise photos to explicitly exploit the relation of photo pairs based on our ranking
algorithm. Fourth, we conduct a number of experiments on two widely used photo
aesthetic assessment benchmarks, AADB [1] and AVA [20], and the experimental
results demonstrate significant improvements over existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• As a comprehensive study to explore the aesthetics from photo and photog-
raphy, this paper summarizes the relationship between aesthetic score and
aesthetic attributes.
• This paper takes main aesthetic attributes as privileged information to demon-
strate the feasibility of the proposed rating photos method enhanced via
privileged information. Specifically, we first infer probabilistic dependen-
cies between main aesthetic attributes and aesthetics from the summarized
art and photography theory. Then in our PI-DCNN model, we transfer the
privileged information to constraint and formulate photo aesthetic assess-
ment as a constrained optimization problem.
• We improve a ranking algorithm to utilize different pairwise photos for
training model. We show this algorithm substantially improves the perfor-
mance via setting loss function in the fully connected layer of the network.
2. Related Works
2.1. Photo Aesthetic assessment Under attributes
A comprehensive survey related to recent computer vision techniques used in
the assessment of photo aesthetic quality can be found in [4, 2]. In this section,
we focus on several works that utilize attributes for photo aesthetic assessment.
In the early work, people try to find and design some features which are as-
sumed to model the photographic/artistic aspect of photos in order to distinguish
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photos of different qualities. Datta et al.[18] extracted certain visual features
based on the intuition including a low depth-of-field indicator, a colorfulness mea-
sure, a shape convexity score and a familiarity measure that they can discriminate
between aesthetically pleasing and displeasing photos. Ke et al.[21] proposed
three distinguishing factors, simplicity, realism, and basic photographic technique,
making a photo high-quality or low-quality. Then, spatial distribution of edges,
color distribution, hue count, blur, contrast and brightness are designed. More
similar works can be found in[22, 23]. Although their manually designed features
are relevant to photography techniques, the high-level semantic attributes are not
fully captured.
In recent years, some work just used one or few attributes in their models due
to lacking of summary and theory of aesthetic attributes. For example, Kao et
al.[9] proposed a multi-task deep learning framework to addresses the correlation
issue between automatic aesthetic quality assessment and semantic recognition.
They argued that semantic recognition task offers the key to address automatic
aesthetic quality assessment. Cui et al.[10] designed a novel semantic-aware hy-
brid network (SANE), which captures the information from object categorization
and scene recognition to improve the accuracy of photo aesthetics assessment.
Zhang et al.[24] proposed a Gated Peripheral-Foveal Convolutional Neural Net-
work (GPF-CNN) to exploit the semantic information for photo aesthetic assess-
ment. Kong et al.[1] proposed to learn a deep convolutional neural network to rank
photo aesthetics in which photo content information is utilized in photo aesthetics
rating problem. Above-mentioned three works focus on analyzing the semantic
and content information of a photo such as semantic labels: ”Sky” and ”Architec-
ture”. However, its color and position also provide important information but have
been ignored. Nishiyama et al.[11] proposed a ”bags-of-color-patterns” method
for aesthetic quality classification with the help of the color harmony of photos.
Mai et al.[25] proposed composition-preserving deep network and Liu et al.[12]
proposed to model the photo composition information as the mutual dependency
of its local regions, and design a novel architecture to leverage such information to
boost the performance of aesthetics assessment. However, their method only used
one attribute, color harmony or composition, ignoring other important attributes
such as content, which is crucial for photo aesthetic assessment.
To exploit attributes thoroughly, some other works utilize multiple attributes
for aesthetic assessment. In their works, the attributes are used in not only train-
ing, but also testing for measuring aesthetic score. For example, Lu et al.[15]
adopt attributes to allow unified feature learning and classifier training for photo
aesthetic assessment. Lv et al.[16] proposed to generate an aesthetic distribution
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that integrate dozens of aesthetic attributes for all input photos . Then, by con-
catenating distribution of each photo, a final aesthetic distribution of the user is
released. For their method, attributes as input are needed in training. During
testing, the attributes are still typically firstly predicted by model, or captured by
database. This is usually complex and hardly satisfied in reality.
Some recent work avoid use attributes in testing. They designed additional
deep network structure to automatically generate high-level aesthetic attributes.
For example, Wang et al,[14] designed Brain-Inspired Deep Networks (BDN) to
first learns attributes through the parallel supervised pathways. Then, they asso-
ciated and transformed those attributes into the overall aesthetics rating for this
task. Malu et al.[13] proposed a novel multitask deep convolution neural network
(DCNN), which jointly learns eight aesthetic attributes along with the overall aes-
thetic score. They used a deep convolution network with a merge-layer. The
merge-layer collects pooled features of the convolution maps, and the aesthetic
score and attributes are learned based on the merge-layer. However, in these meth-
ods, they designed some branches of frameworks to learn attributes, which results
in high complexity of the network.
2.2. Learning Under Privileged Information
Vapnik and Vashist [19] firstly proposed a new learning paradigm i.e., using
privileged information (LUPI) where at the training stage a teacher gives some
additional information, while these information is not available at the test stage.
Then privileged information has been applied to various computer vision task.
You et al.[26] apply depth features from depth photos that are captured by depth
cameras as privileged information to improve face verification and person re-
identification in the RGB photos. Sarafianos et al. [27] utilized privileged infor-
mation in a regression-based method to estimate the height using human metrol-
ogy. Lambert et al.[28] propose a new Learning Under Privileged Information
algorithm to use a heteroscedastic dropout and make the variance of the dropout a
function of privileged information.
Unlike previous work, we first summarize main aesthetic attributes from photo
and photography according to aesthetics and photography theory. Then, we regard
these aesthetic attributes as privileged information, which are not necessary in
testing. Instead of designing additional network to predict the values of attributes,
we leverage the relationship between aesthetic score and aesthetic attributes and
infer this probabilistic dependencies as a constraints applied in loss function. In
summary, we introduce an analytical method to systematically incorporate the
privileged information for photo aesthetic assessment.
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Table 1: The dependencies between 18 aesthetic attributes and the aesthetic quality of photos.
Positive represents higher value of the attribute and negative represents lower value of the attribute.√
indicates the existence of high dependency of the aesthetic score on the aesthetic attribute.



























































































3. Attributes as Privileged Information in Photo Aesthetics
The aesthetic attributes of photos are usually exploited from the perspective of
photo and photography. Attributes from photo mean the robust feature represen-
tations describing the aesthetic aspect of a photo, such as color [21], content [29],
light [30], depth of field [29], rule of third [29] and motion blurs [31] etc. Such
attributes are related to the artistic aspect of photos and can evaluate the quality
of photos. Attributes from techniques for photography focus on the photographic
aspects of photos in order to distinguish photos of different aesthetics, such as
duotones [32], long exposure [21], silhouettes [21] and soft focus [33] etc. These
attributes usually get involved with photography rules.
Table 1 summarizes the photo-based and photography-based attributes, where
the dependencies among these attributes are also presented.
3.1. Photo-based Attributes
Ten attributes are used to exploit the relationship between attributes and aes-
thetic quality from photo perspective in our work. They are balancing elements,
color (color harmony, vivid color and complementary), content, depth of field,
light, motion blur, object and rule of thirds respectively shown in Figure 2.
Balancing element is vital for the aesthetic quality of photos, which is a funda-
mental principle of visual perception in that the eye seeks to balance the elements
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Balancing Elements     Color Harmony          Content                             Depth of Field           Light                            Motion Blur Object                           Rule of Third                Vivid color              
Figure 2: Different aesthetic qualities w.r.t. different photo attributes as privileged information.
Top row includes photos with high aesthetic qualities. Bottom row includes photos with low
aesthetic qualities.
and establish the harmony in a photograph[34]. Photos composition organizes the
positions of objects within the photo and balances them w.r.t. lines or points so as
to achieve the harmony. Therefore, by taking the design and rule of photos into
account, the aesthetic scores of photos are more likely to be high when having a
good balancing element, and tend to become low while without a good balancing
element.
Colors involves color harmony, vivid color and complementary color, which
has a strong relationship with aesthetic quality. This attribute can identify the
differences in the color palette used by professional photographers and non pho-
tographers [21]. Color harmony is the term for colors that are thought to match.
In other words, colors that look aesthetically pleasing side-by-side [35]. Vivid
color refer to an intense feeling, or a photo in your mind that is so clear you can
almost touch it. Complementary colors are pairs of colors which, when combined
or mixed, cancel each other out (lose hue) by producing a grayscale color like
white or black [36]. The photos taken by professional photographers are more
colorful than the ones by non-professional photographers. Thus, vivid color, good
color harmony and appropriate complementary color are more likely to produce
photos with the high aesthetic quality.
Object and rule of third are another two important features among photo at-
tributes or photographic attributes. In Dhar et al.[29]’s research, they predict
whether a photo contains some large objects well separated from its background.
They also found some photos with one or more salient are usually high-quality.
Rule of third means a photo can be marked two equally spaced horizontal lines
and two equally spaced vertical lines. This rule divided photo into nine equal
parts and some important compositions and objects should be placed along these
lines or intersections. In Dhar et al.[29]’s research, they utilize the salient object
detector to calculate the rule of third and found that it will be more aesthetically
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Duotone                HDR                       Long Exposure        Macro                      Negative Image        Silhouette                 Soft Focus                    Vanishing Point
Figure 3: Different aesthetic qualities w.r.t. different photo-based attributes. Top row includes
photos with high aesthetic qualities. Bottom row includes photos with low aesthetic qualities.
pleasing to place the main subject of the picture on one of two vertical and two
horizontal lines or on one of their intersections. Generally speaking, presence of
a salient object and photo with rule of third can induce high quality of aesthetic
photo.
Content attributes refer to the presence of specific objects including human
faces, animals, and scene. Dhar ,et al.[29] found that the aesthetic score given
by human is very susceptible to being influenced by the content in the photo.
Therefore, diverse content is strongly correlated to high aesthetic score of photo.
The attribute of low depth of field (DoF) is one photo where objects within a
small range of depths in the world are captured in sharp focus, while objects at
other depths are blurred (often used to emphasize an object of interest). Dhar et
al. [29] concluded that shallow or low depth of field is more likely lead to high
aesthetic score of photo, while deep or high depth of field is more likely lead to
low aesthetic score of photo.
Light attribute in terms of intensity is important factors for aesthetic quality
evaluation. Light intensity refers to the strength or amount of light produced by
a specific lamp source. As a general rule, if the lightness difference between the
brightest and darkest regions of a photograph is small, the photo can be perceived
as under- or over-saturated and washed-out photo, which makes the aesthetic qual-
ity of photos worse [30]. In general the high difference in lightness in photos can
contribute to high aesthetic score of photo.
Motion blur is the apparent streaking of moving objects in a photograph or a
sequence of frames, such as a film. It occurs when the photo is recorded changes
during the recording due to rapid movement or long exposure. Thus, under mov-
ing objects in a photograph condition, a photo is more likely to invoke high aes-
thetic quality of photo when it contains motion blur [31].
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3.2. Photography-based Attributes
Complementary to the photo attributes, we introduce eight photography-based
attributes shown in Figure 3. They are duotones, high dynamic range(HDR), long
exposure, macro, negative photo, silhouettes, soft focus, vanishing point respec-
tively.
Duotone refers to a photo with various shades of a hue mapped in a vector
through a color space. The colorant, the gradient curve, and the number of col-
orants are used to define the slice through the color space. Photos are printed
with two or more analogue colorants[32]. Photos with duotone are more likely to
produce the photos with high aesthetic quality.
High dynamic range (HDR) used to reproduce a greater dynamic range of
luminosity than what is possible with standard photographic techniques. This
attribute is often used for display devices, photography, 3D rendering, and sound
recording including digital imaging and digital audio product[37]. In Reinhard et
al.[38]’s research, they found the compositing and tone-mapping of photos with
HDR more probably lead to the high aesthetic quality of photos.
Long-exposure involves using a long-duration shutter speed to sharply cap-
ture the stationary elements of photos while blurring, smearing or obscuring the
moving elements. Long-exposure photography captures one element that can not
captured by conventional photography. Ke et at.[21] found that a photographer
uses a long shutter speed to capture a motorial object, which is more likely to
invoke the high aesthetic quality of photos.
Other cameras techniques like macro photography and soft focus have an ex-
tensive application in photo shoot. Macro photography extreme is used in close-up
photography, usually of very small subjects and living organisms like insects. The
size of the subject in the photograph is greater than life size. In photography, soft
focus is a lens flaw, in which the lens forms photos that are blurred due to spher-
ical aberration. A soft focus lens deliberately introduces spherical aberration in
order to give the appearance of blurring the photo while retaining sharp edges; it
is not the same as an out-of-focus photo, and the effect cannot be achieved simply
by defocusing a sharp lens. Soft focus is also the name of the style of photograph
produced by such lens. Hence, generally speaking, photo photographed with pho-
tography and soft focus skills has a higher aesthetic quality[39][33].
In photography, a negative photo [40] is additionally color-reversed, with red
areas appearing cyan, greens appearing magenta and blues appearing yellow, and
vice versa. Silhouettes [21] is the photo of a person, animal, object or scene rep-
resented as a solid shape of a single color, usually black, with its edges matching
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the outline of the subject. Finally, vanishing point [41] refer to a point on the
photo plane of a perspective drawing where the two-dimensional perspective pro-
jections (or drawings) of mutually parallel lines in three-dimensional space appear
to converge such as the scene with railway or road. These three attributes, i.e. neg-
ative photo, photo with silhouettes and vanishing point usually can result in high
aesthetic quality of photos [40][21][41].
4. Preliminary
Before proposing our method, this section first formalizes the problem of
learning regression model from the labeled data along with privileged information.
The goal of regression learning is to learn function f : X → Y, which mapping
from feature space X to a label space Y . Denote a set of triples S = {X, X̃,Y},
where X ∈ RN∗d is feature matrix and X̃ ∈ RN∗d̃ is privileged information ma-
trix. N is the number of samples. d and d̃ are the dimensions of feature and
privileged information respectively. Y ∈ RN is the ground-truth vector, which is
a aesthetic score given by human annotation from databases.
During training phase, we sample the data x, x̃,y from S following the distri-
bution (x, x̃,y) ∼ p(x, x̃,y). Nevertheless, sampling data from test dataset that
follows x ∼ p(x) with unknown aesthetic score y and privileged information x̃.
Our aim is to solve the following optimization problem:
min
θ
Exi,x̃i,yi∼p(x,x̃,y)[`(y, g(x, x̃, θ))] (1)
where θ is the parameter of the function g is our network mapping from photos to
aesthetic scores, y is the ground truth, `(·, ·) is a loss function.
The framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4. During training,
we first learn the deep network model by using photos from training sets. Since
our model predicts a continuous aesthetic score other than category labels, we
replace the softmax loss with regression loss function and set one node in the
last layer as aesthetic score. Inspired by [42], we start by fine-tuning the deep
residual network (ResNet) [43] using different losses to predict aesthetic scores.
The aesthetic attributes (Att fea in Fig. 4) are used as privileged information to
help model constructing better feature representations for aesthetic assessment.
Then during test, we use the trained deep network model to predict the aesthetic


























Figure 4: An overview of our proposed deep learning framework for photo aesthetic assessment.
”Att fea” are aesthetic attributes used as privileged information. Our model utilizes the ResNet
architecture is augmented by replacing the top softmax layer with a Regression loss. We also adopt
ranking loss additionally for model training. To produce a privileged information-aware loss for
aesthetic assessment, our model also considers different importance of attributes by combining
different weights.
5. PI-DCNN for Photo Aesthetic Assessment
Denote three tuples S = {(xi, x̃i, yi)|i = 1, ..., N}, where xi ∈ Rd repre-
sents a color photo from training database. x̃i ∈ RK denotes a photo with K-
dimensional aesthetic attributes. Each aesthetic attribute is binary x̃ik ∈ {0, 1}
and yi ∈ R represents aesthetic scores and N is the number of training sets. The
goal is to learn a deep convolutional neural network ŷ = G(x, θG), where ŷ ∈ RN
represents the predicted label. θG denotes the parameters in this deep network.


















where C1 and C2 are two coefficients, Lreg(ŷi, yi) denotes the basic loss function,
Lrank(ŷi, ŷj, yi, yj) represents the ranking loss function and Lpi(xi, x̃ik, ŷi) is the
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loss function of aesthetic attributes as privileged information for rating photos.
Three loss functions perform optimization from different perspective. Regres-
sion loss makes the continuous aesthetic scores of our model closing to real scores.
Ranking loss is used to explicitly exploit relative rankings and difference of photo
pairs. Combination regression loss and ranking loss, not only do two predicted
photos scores approach to their real scores respectively, but also the ranking and
gap between them are closing to accuracy. Privileged information loss utilize
some domain knowledge and additional information between attributes and aes-
thetics, which can be exploit in our proposed model. Hence, we combine the loss
functions in our proposed model.
5.1. Privileged Information Loss
Photo attributes and photographic attributes are highly related to photo aes-
thetic assessment. If a photo has these obvious attributes than others, the photo is
more possible to have a higher aesthetics[29]. Therefore, we can infer the proba-
bilistic dependencies between attributes and aesthetics as:
p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃ik = 1) > p(ŷ < C|x̃ik = 1)
p(ŷ < C|x̃ik = 0) > p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃ik = 0)
(3)
where p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃ik = 1) and p(ŷ < C|x̃ik = 1) indicate the probabilities of high
aesthetic score ŷ ≥ C and low aesthetic score ŷ < C respectively, when observing
the obvious attributes. C is the threshold for dividing the photos into high quality
and low quality. x̃ik = 1 represents the consistency in this attribute. p(ŷ <
C|x̃ik = 0) and p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃ik = 0) represent the probabilities of low aesthetic
score and high aesthetic score respectively, when observing the low value of the
attributes. x̃ik = 0 represents the violation of this attributes. Specifically, if some
attributes are unknown or missing, their probability expressions are discarded.
Our model adopts ReLU function to penalize the samples violating the prob-
abilistic dependency relationship. The corresponding penalty li(xi, x̃iki , ŷi) is en-
coded from privileged information according to Eq. 3 as below:
`i(xi, x̃i
k, ŷi) = x̃i
k ∗ [p(ŷi < C|x̃ik = 1)− p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 1)]+
+ (1− x̃ik) ∗ [p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 0)− p(ŷi < C|x̃ik = 0)]+
= x̃i
k ∗ [1− 2 ∗ p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 1)]+ + (1− x̃ik) ∗ [2 ∗ p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 0)− 1]+
(4)
where [·]+ = max(·, 0) is ReLU function. According to the property of logistic
regression, we apply sigmoid function to replace the probabilistic dependencies
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between attributes and aesthetics label as in Eq. (5)
p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃k) = σ(ŷ − C)
p(ŷ < C|x̃k) = 1− σ(ŷ − C)
(5)
where σ(x) = 1
1+e−x
. Thus, we rewrite Eq.4 as
`i(xi, x̃i
k, ŷi) = x̃i
k ∗ [1− 2 ∗ p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 1)]+
+ (1− x̃ik) ∗ [2 ∗ p(ŷi ≥ C|x̃ik = 0)− 1]+
= x̃i
k ∗ [1− 2 ∗ σ(ŷi − C)]+ + (1− x̃ik) ∗ [2 ∗ σ(ŷi − C)− 1]+
(6)
Since different attributes as privileged information have different influence on
aesthetic rating, we set each privileged information with corresponding weight










where αk is the weight coefficient between different attributes and aesthetic scores.
This denote the different importance between attributes and aesthetic score. The
details are showed in Fig. 7.
5.2. Ranking Loss
Differ from privileged information loss, ranking loss describes relative rank-
ings of photo pairs in which the ranking of photo aesthetics are directly modeled
in the loss function. Specifically, if the aesthetic score of photo-i is higher than the
aesthetic score of photo-j, the corresponding estimated score of photo-i should be








{(yi − yj)− (ŷi − ŷj)}2 (8)
where yi and yj are the real label of photo-i and photo-j respectively. ŷi and ŷj
are the corresponding predicted label in deep network model. The equation makes
the readily available ordinal information and satisfies the assumption stated in the
beginning of Section 5.2.
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In Konget al. [1]’s work, they also proposed their ranking algorithm. We com-
pare our ranking algorithm with their. The ranking algorithm in Kong et al.’s








max{0, β − δ(yi > yj)(ŷi − ŷj)} (9)
where δ(yi > yj) =
{
1, if yi > yj
− 1, if yi < yj
, and β is a specified margin parameter.
Compared with Kong’s ranking method, we have the following improvements.
• Firstly, Kong’s method uses piecewise function to achieve ranking algo-
rithm, which suffers from the high model complexity. Instead of binary
function δ(yi > yj) in Kong’s ranking method, we adopt difference func-
tion (yi− yj)− (ŷi− ŷj) to finish ranking algorithm. This transfers the sign
function into the continuous function, which improve the efficiency in deep
network.
• Secondly, the ranking model in Kong’s method merely considers the rank-
ing relation among different photos, while our method additionally consid-
ers the gap (difference) between the score of predicted photo pairs and real
photo pairs, i.e., (yi − yj) − (ŷi − ŷj) . For example, we have photo-i and
photo-j. The aesthetic score of photo-i is higher than the aesthetic score of
photo-j. Kong’s ranking algorithm considers the estimated score of photo-i
should be still higher than photo-j but fails to measure such difference. This
is important for improving the prediction of our proposed network.
5.3. Regression Loss







||ŷi − yi||22 (10)
where yi is the average ground-truth rating for photo-i, and ŷi is the estimated
score by the CNN model.
Hence, we combine Regression loss denoted by lossreg, ranking loss denoted
by lossrank, privileged information loss denoted by losspi as rating loss:
loss = lossreg + C1lossrank + C2losspi (11)
Algorithm 1 gives the learning procedure of our proposed method.
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Algorithm 1 The learning algorithm of proposed PI-DCNN framework
Input:
Training sample (xi, x̃i, yi), (xj, x̃j, yj), i=1,...,N
Coefficient α, αk, learning rate η, bitch size m, threshold value C
Randomly initialize parameters of Model parameters θG;
repeat
for each training sample (xi, x̃j, yi) in a mini-batch of m training photos do
Calculate the Regression loss as Eq.10
Calculate the ranking loss as Eq.8
Calculate probabilistic dependencies p(ŷ ≥ C|x̃k), p(ŷ < C|x̃k) as Eq.5
end for
Update the deep network by gradient descent θG := θG − η ∂GG(θG)∂θG
until Converges
Output:
Aesthetic scoes {yi = θTGxi|i = 1, ..., N}
6. Experiment
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed PI-DCNN model, We conduct
experiments on two benchmark databases: Aesthetics and Attributes database
(AADB) [1] and Aesthetics Visual Analysis database (AVA) [20].
6.1. Databases
AADB database contains a set of 10,000 photographic photos downloaded from
the Flickr website 1. Aesthetic quality score and eleven attributes are provided by
five different individual raters using Amazon Mechanical Turk 11 attributes in this
database are balancing elements, color harmony, content, depth of field, light, mo-
tion blur, object, repetition, rule of third, symmetry and vivid color respectively.
The aesthetic quality scores of photos in this database are showed in Fig.5(a) and
the details of the eleven numerical aesthetic attributes are summarized in Table 2.
We find that the distributions of the aesthetic scores are approximately Gaussian.
Then we count and list the distribution of eleven attributes’ values in Fig.6. As can
be seen from Fig.6, we divide the attributes of photo into three groups, including
positive (above threshold), null (equal threshold) and negative (below threshold).
We discard the attributes of photo in null class because of no obvious attributes in
1http://www.flickr.com
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this section. The AADB database is split into 8,500 photos for training, 500 photos
for validation and 1,000 photos for testing.





































Figure 5: Distributions of the aesthetic scores on the AADB (left) and AVA (right) databases
Table 2: 11 attributes and the number of associated photos on the AADB database. Note that the
√
denotes attributes belong to photo-based attributes or photography-based attributes.
ID Attribute name Description Number of photos photo-based photography-based
1 Balancing elements whether the photo contains balanced elements 10000
√
2 Color harmony whether the overall color of the photo is harmonious 10000
√
3 Content whether the photo has good/interesting content 10000
√
4 Depth of field (DoF) whether the photo has shallow depth of field 10000
√
5 Light whether the photo has good/interesting lighting 10000
√
6 Motion blur whether the photo has motion blur 10000
√
7 Object whether the photo emphasizes foreground objects 10000
√
8 Repetition whether the photo has repetitive patterns 10000 × ×
9 Rule of Thirds whether the photography follows rule of thirds 10000
√
10 Symmetry whether the photo has symmetric patterns 10000 × ×
11 Vivid Color whether the photo has vivid color 10000
√
The AVA database contains 14 style attributes and these attributes are binary
converted to discrete values of 0 or 1. Moreover, this database has about 250,000
photos collected from a social network 2. Specifically, each photo is randomly
assigned with 78 to 549 aesthetic scores ranging from 1 to 10. The AVA database
2http://www.dpchallenge.com
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Figure 6: Distributions of the attributes on the AADB databases
Table 3: 14 attributes and the number of associated photos on the AVA database. Note that the
√
denotes attributes belong to photo-based attributes or photography-based attributes.
ID Attribute name Description number of photos photo-based photography-based
1 Complementary whether the photo has pairs of colors 949
√
2 Duotones whether the photo has Duotones 1301
√
3 HDR whether the camera reproduce a high dynamic range 396
√
4 Photo Grain whether the photo has photo grain 840 × ×
5 Light on White whether the photo has light on white 1199 × ×
6 Long Exposure whether the camera use a long-duration shutter speed 845
√
7 Macro whether the camera use Macro 1698
√
8 Motion Blur whether the photo has motion blur 609
√
9 Negative Photo whether the photo is a additionally color-reversed 959
√
10 Rule of Thirds whether the photography follows rule of thirds 1031
√
11 Shallow DoF whether the photo has shallow depth of field 710
√
12 Silhouettes whether the photo match the outline of the objects 1389
√
13 Soft Focus whether the lens forms blurred photos 1479
√
14 Vanishing Point whether the photo parallel lines to converge 674
√
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is split into training (230,000) and testing (20,000) sets. Since there is no valida-
tion set on this database, we select randomly the 20,000 photos from the training
set as the validation set. In this database, 14 attributes are provided, including
photo-based attributes and photography-based attributes. There are complemen-
tary, duotones, HDR, photo grain, light on white, long exposure, macro, motion
blur, negative photo, rule of third shallow dof, silhouettes, soft focus and vanish-
ing point. The details of the style attributes and the number of associated photos
are listed in Table 3. In these attributes, since the attribute of ”Photo Grain” and
”Light on White” have not obvious relationship with aesthetics quality, we discard
this attribute. The aesthetic scores of photos in this AVA database are showed in
Fig.5(b). We find that the aesthetic scores of AVA follow the Gaussian distribution.
6.2. Data Preprocessing and Parameters Settings
We preprocess photos and its attributes provided in two databases. First, we
rescale every photo so that the shorter side is of length 256. Then, a 224×224
patch is cropped randomly from the rescaled photo for the purpose of data aug-
mentation [44]. Secondly, on AADB database, the value of attributes in null class
is 0. Therefore, we discard these attributes with null class. Then, the aesthetic at-
tributes normalized from the interval of [-1, 1] to [0, 1]. Afterwards, we divide the
attributes on AADB whose values are in the interval of (0.5, 1] into high attributes
and [0, 0.5) into low attributes. On AVA database, the aesthetic attributes are bi-
nary with 0 or 1. Therefore, we define 0 as low attributes and 1 as high attributes.
Lastly, the aesthetic scores on two databases are normalized to the interval of [0,
1]. Specifically, we set the threshold C as 0.5 and the score correlation measured
by Spearman’s ρ between the estimated aesthetic score. The ground-truth scores
is employed as performance metrics as in [1].
Due to the fact that most of photos in our experiments are related to natural
scenes in daily life, it is helpful to extract the feature representations by the deep
models trained on the ImageNet database. We use PyTorch to implement our
method and utilize deep residual network (ResNet) [43] model. In order to train
the network, we first extract feature representations from the pre-trained ResNet-
152 and the size of the feature representation is 2048D. Then, we build the three
hidden fully connected layers with ReLU activations. The sizes of these three
layers are 512, 128 and 1 respectively. To speed up the convergence rate, in the
output layer, we use sigmoid activation to map the aesthetic score into [0,1].
For AADB database, since every photo has their own aesthetic attributes, we
can train regression network, pairwise training network and attribute model net-
work in every training sets. However, on the AVA database, only a small portion
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of the photos are tagged with aesthetic attributes. Thus, for the photos contain-
ing aesthetic attributes, we use regression network, pairwise training network and
attribute model, while the photos without aesthetics attributes, we just use the re-
gression network and pairwise training network, setting the attribute model as 0
loss.
6.3. Experimental Results and Analysis
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct the fol-
lowing four experiments in the two databases. The first one is regression network
for aesthetic assessment. Photo aesthetics rating network used in our architecture
is fine-tuned from ResNet which we apply Regression loss in our model. The
second one is combining regression network and pairwise training network for
aesthetic assessment. Photo aesthetics rating network used in our architecture is
fine-tuned from ResNet in which we employ the regression loss, ranking loss and
Kong[1]’s ranking loss used in our framework for comparison. The third one is
model combining regression loss and privileged information loss for aesthetic as-
sessment. The last one is network employing regression loss, ranking loss and
privileged information loss.
Table 5 shows the aesthetic assessment results on AADB database and AVA
database. From Table 5, we observe as follow:
First, the proposed PI-DCNN method using three loss functions achieves the
best performance among all methods with the highest Spearman coefficient ρ.
Specifically, compared with photos aesthetic assessment ignoring all privileged
information but containing regression network and ranking loss, the proposed
method achieves 0.024 and 0.0936 increment of Spearman coefficient, with re-
spect to AADB database and AVA database. Since the method ignoring attributes as
privileged information is totally data-driven method, which only learns the map-
ping from the extracted features to the predictions, ignoring the objective attributes
knowledge. The proposed method models privileged information as constraints
during model train process, and achieves the best performance in aesthetic assess-
ment.
Second, the ranking+ regression methods have better performance than that
only use regression network. Specifically, on AADB database and AVA database,
compared with the method just using Regression loss as constraint, the methods
utilizing ranking information achieves 0.0081 and 0.0432 increment of Spearman
coefficient respectively. Due to the fact that the method ignoring ranking infor-
mation as constraint only makes the predicted aesthetic score approaching to real
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score. Hence, the proposed method utilizing ranking information have better per-
formance.
Third, the privileged information + regression model has a better performance
than only utilizing regression loss. To be exact, on AADB database and AVA
database, adding the privileged information to the ResNet model can enhance per-
formance by 0.0157 and 0.1154 of spearman coefficient respectively. It is further
indicated that the proposed method successfully captures privileged information
as constraints during training, exploring both privileged information and train-
ing data to obtain better deep network and therefore achieves better performance.
Furthermore, compared with ranking + regression methods, the performance of
privileged information + regression method has a significant increase. That is
mainly because the ranking method and privileged information method have dif-
ferent influence on deep network from different aspects.
Figure 7: Correlations between attributes and aesthetic score on the AADB databases
6.4. Analysis of Hyper Parameter
As discussed in Eq.11, the hyper parameter C1 controls the proportion of the
ranking loss function. We set the value of C1 ranging from {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5}
for simplicity and C1=0.1 achieves the best performance. In addition, the hyper
parameter C2 controls the proportion of the privileged information loss. On the
AADB database, we first compute the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
value of attributes and aesthetic score, as shown in Fig.7 The Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient we compute are [0.340, 0.569, 0.697, 0.416, 0.574, 0.204, 0.542,
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Figure 8: The performance of our model with respect to hyper parameterC2 on the AADB database
different weights between attributes and aesthetic score. Hence, theoretically, we
can set them as the coefficient of 9 privileged information loss in Eq.12 and an
optimal value of C2 exists for the best trade-off between the other loss function
and privileged information loss. Then, we conduct experiments with different
values of C2 to explore the the performance of our model. The experimental per-
formance of our proposed PI-DCNN method with respect to C2 is shown in Fig.
8. As we can see, the performance of Spearman’s coefficient is a gradually rise
from 0 to 0.4 where it peaks at 0.7051. Afterwards, the performance degenerates
rapidly. Actually, compared the method setting the coefficient of all attributes as
1 and adjusting C2 shown in Eq.13, the result of Spearman’s coefficient is 0.6996,
lower than Eq.12’s result. Hence, The method setting ratio among 9 privileged
information loss has better performance.
Table 4: Results on AVA database with each privileged information
PI PI-DCNN PI PI-DCNN
Complementary 0.5721 Negative Photo 0.5606
Duotones 0.5545 Rule of third 0.5437
HDR 0.5317 Shallow DoF 0.5468
Long Exposure 0.5682 Silhouettes 0.5296
Macro 0.5543 Soft Focus 0.5329
Motion Blur 0.5409 Vanishing Point 0.5281
Since the value of attributes are binary with 0 or 1 on AVA database and
the Pearsons correlation coefficients cannot be computed, we design an adap-
tive weighting strategy on AVA database. On AVA database, there are 12 kinds
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of attributes belonging to photo-based attributes or photography-based attributes.
Hence, we need to optimize 12 weights αk, k from 1 to 12. We use the values
of C1 and C2 obtained in AADB experiments and adopt the stochastic gradient
descent(SGD) to optimize αk. Specifically, we separately design each privileged
information applied in model to achieve the best result shown in Table 4. Then
we initialize αk with these values in order to reduce training time. Finally, the 12
weights we get are [0.682, 0.540, 0.510, 0.620, 0.473, 0.425, 0.664, 0.432, 0.466,
0.374, 0.421, 0.383] respectively shown in Eq. 14 achieving the best Spearman
metric ρ (0.6578).
losspi =C2{0.340 ∗ lossatt1 + 0.569 ∗ lossatt2 + ... +0.518 ∗ lossatt9} (12)
losspi =C2{1 ∗ lossatt1 + 1 ∗ lossatt2 + ... +1 ∗ lossatt9} (13)
losspi =C2{0.682 ∗ lossatt1 + 0.540 ∗ lossatt2 + ... +0.383 ∗ lossatt12} (14)
6.5. Comparison with Related Works





Kong’s ranking (AlexNet)[1] 0.6515




Multi-task Deep Learning [47] 0.6800
Regression network (ResNet) 0.6730
Regression+ranking network (ResNet) 0.6811






Kong’s ranking (AlexNet)[1] 0.5126




Regression network (ResNet) 0.5210
Regression+ranking network (ResNet) 0.5642
Regression+PI network (ResNet) 0.6364
PI-DCNN (ResNet) 0.6578
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed PI-DCNN method, we
choose the following several popular methods for comparison. On the AADB
database, we compared our method with the following six works.
1In our experiment, Kong’s ranking is implemented in ResNet.
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• Reg+Rank+Att+Cont (RRAC) model incorporates joint learning of mean-
ingful photographic attributes and image content information to regularize
the complicated photo aesthetics rating problem [1].
• Squared Earth Movers Distance (Square-EMD) [45] utilizes the predicted
probabilities of all classes and penalizes the miss-predictions according to
a ground distance matrix. This method leverages the relationships between
classes by training deep nets with the exact squared Earth Movers Distance.
• Attribute-aware Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) [13] jointly
learns eight aesthetic attributes along with the overall aesthetic score to per-
form automatic photo aesthetic assessment.
• Adversarial Deep Convolutional Rating Network (Adversarial-DCRN) [46]
introduces a discriminator to distinguish the predicted attributes and aesthet-
ics of the deep network from the ground truth label distribution. Through
adversarial learning, the attributes are explored to enforce the distribution of
the predicted attributes and aesthetics to converge to the ground truth label
distribution.
• Multi-task Deep Learning [47] first learns image aesthetics and personality
traits. Then the personality features are employed to modulate the aesthetics
features, producing the optimal generic image aesthetics scores to finish
aesthetic assessment.
On AVA database, besides RAPC method[1] and adversarial-DCRN[46] method
mentioned in AADB, we also consider another two methods for comparison.
• Neural Image Assessment (NIMA) model [48] effectively predicts the dis-
tribution of human aesthetic scores using a convolutional neural network,
leading to a more accurate quality prediction with higher correlation to the
ground truth aesthetic scores.
• Deep Attractiveness Rank Net (DARN) [49] combines rank net trained with
a large set of side-by-side multi-labeled image pairs, and deep convolutional
neural network to directly learn an attractiveness score mean.
Table 5 shows the experimental results of comparison methods on AADB and
AVA database. Spearman metric ρ of PI-DCNN is higher than RRAC, Square-
EMD, DCNN, adversarial-DCRN, Multi-task Deep Leaning, NIMA and DARN
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methods. RRAC utilizes a pairwise ranking loss to explicitly exploit relative
rankings of photo pairs and only one attribute of content is predicted by a added
branch of original network. The proposed model (PI-DCNN) improves the rank-
ing algorithm explained in Section5.2 and considers the knowledge underlying
more attributes as privileged information without additional branch network, to
leverage the relations between privileged information and photo aesthetics. Al-
though Square-EMD model demonstrated its loss function is superior to some
works, Square-EMD model is intrinsically a single-task can not handle the infor-
mation of aesthetic attributes as privileged information. The proposed PI-DCNN
model outperforms Square-EMD model, verifying the benefits of using the aes-
thetic attributes as privileged information. DCNN and Adversarial-DCRN meth-
ods learned only a few aesthetic attributes and aesthetic scores independently.
Both of them failed in thoroughly exploring the intrinsic relation between priv-
ileged information and photo aesthetics. Multi-task deep learning, NIMA and
DARN ignore the importance of attributes as privileged information in photo aes-
thetic assessment, resulting in worse performance than our method.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method for photo aesthetic assessment through
exploring photo attributes as privileged information. A deep convolutional neural
network with three types of loss functions in fully connected layer is adopted to
learn the mapping from photos to the aesthetic scores. In addition, we utilize the
privileged information to propose the probabilistic dependencies and transfer such
probabilistic dependencies to the objective function constraints for photo aesthetic
assessment. The experimental results on the AADB database and AVA database
demonstrate that our privileged information-aware deep network outperforms the
state-of-the-art approaches for photo aesthetic assessment.
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